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Over the years, highway departments have inventoried and appraised their highway systems.
One of the concepts that evolved is the sufficiency expressed as a percentage. This concept can be formalized as an inventory and
appraisal process for general application. The
concept has been appl ied Intuitively to specific
Inventory needs such as the " Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appra i sal of the Nation ' s Bridges" and t he s uff i ciency rating formula for br idges developed by
the Federal Highway Administration. A generalized process which concisely defines terms required to develop precepts is presented. The,
methodology is a synthesis developed around the
recognition that faci Ii ties subject to evaluation
are directly or indirectly intended for human
use. The process is then applied to a bridge
replacement priority process through use of the
sufficiency in an abridged example. Other uses
are also discussed.

Precepts of the Evaluation of Facilities
The precepts of the evaluation of facilities for
human use are a generalization of concepts narrowly
applied only to highway faci Ii ties in the past.
The concept of sufficiency or sufficiency rating
which is the net results of the evaluation presented
is not new. The context In which it has been traditionally used Is the highway suff i ciency rat i ng used
fo r plann i ng pu rposes or more spec i fi cally o rder ing
priorities or determining needs for upgrading highway faci I i t l es. The origin of the suff i c i ency concept is documented as early as 1946 and its use and
the development of i nventory data seem to be a somewhat arbitrary practice which rel ies on lntuition.(9)
The precepts advance the concept of systematically developing evaluation goals, facility functions and
t he required inventory data to evaluate them. This
ultimately Involves establishing a glossary of terms
to descr i be t he evaluation process, general i z i ng
and enhanc i11g the eval uat ion process and present ing
a systematic approach to the selection of strateg ic
Inventory data necessary t o the evaluation process.
Emphas is should be placed on i nventory data
which Is measured and not subject to j udgement which
may introduce bias. (l) Subjective evaluations,
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when included in the inventory data, should be in a
uniform reporting approach to minimize bias in the
site observations.
The need for this generalized approach became
evident when the Federal Highway Administration developed a sufficiency formula around its bridge Inventory data (10) which was required to be collected
by the States and supplied to a national base it
maintains. On occasion this inventory data has been
questioned as to its value or need as inventory data.
Justification for this data led to the review of the
sufficiency formula to determine what was needed to
evaluate a bridge. It logically follows that initial
development of inventory data sets can be arrived at
sysrematically and thereby justified through analysis
of predetermined evaluation goals and facility functions.
The eng ineer Is often called upon to invest igate
the feasibil i ty of developed alternatives for capital
ou t lay programs to maximize prof i ts as well as optimi l e other benef i ts to hi s organizat ion o r c l i ~nt.
The i nvestigation of exi s t i ng facl Ii ties which are
d i rectly or i ndirectly intended for human use can be
accomplished by evaluating their suff i ciency in the
context of cu r rent standards of technology and prac t ice. Several C0!1111on precepts defined for the suff ic i ency evaluat ion presented here i n are, i n part, independent of a fac i lity's specific function (s) . The
relat ive independence of function should be most
valuabl~ in a mult l -di s cipl l n·e , team environment.
Each team member can Independently develop the funct 1on assessment in his specialty and together they
must agree on t he relat i ve Importance of each funct ion. Anot he r use of the suff i ciency i s the compar i son of several similar facl Ii ties of different ages,
s tates of repa i r and leve l s of usage. It provides a
corrmon denominator for Input with other considerations
in a retirement , maintenance, and replacement planning
program.
Basic terminology is necessary to develop the
sufficiency concepts. A glossary of terms follows
to define the several terms which wi 11 be used
herein:
Capac i ty - a data assessment standard represent i ng
a s tandard of capacity of the f unct ion to serve the
elements in the env i ronment of the facl llty.
Data Assessment Standards - a defined range of
inventory data values defin i ng levels of service.
Efficiency - the assessment of an inventory data
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item which is used in a composite to evaluate the
function assessment. An inventory data item can be
an assessment requiring no further evaluation.
Element - the hU11111n element or a vehicle, machine or other device operated or utilized directly
or indirectly by the human element for production
purposes, comfort or other need. An element may also
be defined as a function.
Essentiality - an evaluation of the inventory
data with respect to its relative importance to the
function and to the elements served by the function.
Facility - a distinct operational unit that may
be independently evaluated relative to the elements
it serves or affects in its environment.
Function - a service or product a facility provides or an effect it produces on one or more elements in its environment.
Function Assessment Standard - The evaluation of
a function considering the vital and the nonvital data
assessment results.
Inventory Data - information which is qualitatively descriptive of a function. Data best suited
is that used in current practice to design or develop
simi tar functions for new faci Ii ties and site observations, measurements, and evaluations.
Nonvital Data Assessment Standards - evaluation
of inventory data items not relative to human health
in terms of their essentiality to the function they
describe and in terms of the efficiency expressed by
the interactive effects of performance and capacity
of the function.
Performance - a data assessment standard representing a standard of observed or measured service
the function provides to the elements in the environment of the facility.
Relative Importance Factor - a relative importance
to the human element is assigned to each function.
The sum of the relative importance factors for all
functions in the facility will equal unity.
Safety - a data assessment 3tandard representing
a standard of health and safety of the human element
in contact with the function.
Serviceability - the function assessment based
on the evaluation of its composite vital and nonvital
data assessments.
Sufficiency Rating - the facility assessment
based on the sum of the products of the serviceability
of each function and its respective relative importance factor.
Utilization - a data assessment standard representing a standard of observed or measured service
provided the human element served by the function.
Vital Data Assessment Standards - evaluation
of inventory data items relative to human health in
terms of their essentiality to the function they
describe and in terms of the efficiency expressed by
the interactive effects of utilization and safety on
the human element.
First the facility must be clearly defined and
so must its functions. A facility can be defined as
a bridge or a segment of highway, an office unit or
an office building, or a production unit or a production plant. A facility's functions can be divided
into two somewhat related categories; the facility's
objective(s} and its interaction with the human element. Facility objectives for example would be to
convey automobile and truck traffic, provide office
rental space or produce gasoline. Interaction of a
facility with elements in its environment is inevitable. Environmental safety and comfort of the elements
in contact with or affected by the facility and its
contribution to their general welfare are the usual
interactions to be sought to identify functions.
Once the several functions have been defined, an
inventory data set i~ defined to adequately describe

each function in terms of vital and nonvital assessments. The best source of data for a function's
assessment is the parameters currently used to design
the same function for a new facility. Another source
of data is a systematic process of on-site observations, measurements, and evaluations. An example
of standardized reporting for on-site measurements,
observations, and evaluations is the following condition ratings in a convenient numerical form which
are particularly valuable for multi-facility evaluations:

9 New condition - no maintenance reconrnended
8

Good condition - no maintenance reconrnended

7 Fair condition - recommend maintenance on

minor items
Fair condition - recommend maintenance on
major items
5 Poor condition - recommend major rehabilitation
4 Poor condition - minimally adequate to operate
with current use
3 Poor condition - inadequate to operate with
current use - reconrnend restricted operation
2 Critical condition - inadequate to ope~ate
with current use - recommend minimum restricted operation
Critical condition - inadequate to operate
with current use - reconmend ceased operation
until rehabilitated
0 Critical condition - inadequate to operate
with current use - recommend ceased operation
until replaced
Note: Condition Ratings 4, 3. and 2 will generally
require the major rehabilitation recommended in Condition Rating 5, but prevailing conditions make the
inrnedlate concern, restricting operations, more Important. If a facility or facility function is
planned for another use, substitute the word "planned"
for "current".
6

Each function identified will require evaluation
of its importance relative to the importance of the
other facility functions. The evaluation assigns a
total importance of unity to the (n} facility functions. The relative importance (Ii} of each facility
function will be identified by its assigned portion
of unity as demonstrated in Equation I.
(I)

After the inventory data for a function has been
selected, it is necessary to develop data assessment
standards to evaluate the function described. It is
convenient to divide the inventory data into two (2)
distinct groups, vital and nonvital data. Vital data
is descriptive of a function operation which directly
affects element safety relative to utilization such
as a structure's integrity versus the applied live
load. Nonvital data is descriptive of a function
operation in terms of performance relative to capacity and does not directly relate to element safety
or utilization. Nonvital data might be considered
those items associated with creature comforts such as
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and lighting. The data assessment standards are mathematical
functions or data ranges which define standards of
service.
Each function is assessed independently as a direct result of its associated inventory data assessments. The function assessment standards can be defined in conman generic terms. The function may be
appraised as being in either desirable, adequate,
tolerable, or inoperative condition. A useful numerical evaluation for a facility function assessment
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Figure I.

is in the form of appraisal ratings such as:

Sufficiency evaluation flow chart.

9 Better th~n dcsir~ble st~nd~rds
8 Equal to desirable standards

7 Better than adequate standards

Equal to adequate standards
5 Tolerable conditions
4 Tolerable conditions - rec01M1end rehabilitation
3 Intolerable conditions - recOfTIT1end rehabilitation
2 Inoperative - recorrrnend rehabilitation
1 Intolerable condition~ - re.r.ommend rP.placement
0 Inoperative - recorrrnend replacement

6

The appraisal ratings are directly applicable to
establ lshing data assessment standards because of the
direct contribution of the data assessment to the
function assessment. The efficiency of the vital and
nonvital data, (Vijl and (Eij) respectively, is the
percent effectiveness of the function operation the
data describes. The efficiency can be numerically
related to the appraisal ratings if they are used.
Each item of data must also be evaluated for its
essentiality to its related function. The essentiality
(Kijl is the proportion of unity assigned each of the
(m) items of data demonstrated by Equation 2.
m
l: Ki j

2

(2)

1, i • 1 , 2, 3, ... , n

j•l
The serviceability (Si) of a facility function
is computed by sunrning the products of the efficiency
and essentiality of its related data. The serviceability is the percent effectiveness of the function
as determined by its assessment results demonstrated
in Equation 3.
m
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where (Eijl or (Vijl is zero when it is a vital or
nonvital data assessment respectively.
The sufficiency rating (Sr) for the total facility
is computed by summing the products of the serviceabi I ity and the relative Importance of the facility
function as demonstrated by Equation 4. The sufficiency rating is then a composite of the serviceabi 1 ity modified by the relative importance of each
function resulting in a percent sufficiency for the
faci 1 ity.

(4)
In retrospect the process for evaluation of faci1i ties for human use as presented provides a guideline which will aid the engineer or other specialists
in convnunicating complex technological evaluations.
This is accomplished by reducing the evaluation results into layman's terms such that the input and
output can be easily comprehended by all parties involved. Facilitating effective input into the evaluation process and reducing its results to layman's
terms makes it attractive as a c0fl11lunication tool.
An equally important feature is that the evaluation
implementation process leads to a strategic selection
of inventory data (Dijl which best describe and thereby evaluate a facility. The facility function serviceability provides easy access to the magnitude of
functional problems affecting the sufficiency evaluation. The complete evaluation process is demonstrated by the flow chart in Figure I.

The faci I ity for human use shall be defined as a
highway bridge. The facil lty functions normally provided for through the design process for bridges are
structural and geometric. Structurally the bridge
design provides the required strength to routinely
accommodate legal weight vehicles and the reserve
strength to accommodate occasional overweight vehicles.
Geometrically the bridge design provides for a high
probability of success in negotiating the bridge site
for the motorist. Geometrics account for the psycological and physical 1 imitations of the driver and
also for the performance, dimensions, speed, and volume of the vehicle expected to use the facility.
Another function which the highway bridge design
must provide for, is adequacy of opening or underclearances for the facility or geographic barrier
bridged over. The underclearances for underpassing
highways, railways, or navigable waterways and the
adequacy of opening for drainage through the bridge
site must be included in the assessments when applicable. The regional significance of the bridge is
also a facility function to be assessed. Regional
significance is measured by the regional importance
of the route the bridge is on, the detour distance
which would be necessary to by-pass the bridge if it
were lost from service and the volume or traffic ser~d by the bridge.
With the facility functions for a highway bridge
thus defined, it is now necessary to determine what
inventory data sets would be most suited to evaluate
each of them. The functions were identified from the
design process. Most of the inventory data can also
be selected from the design process.
The design strategy is to determine the structural
and geometric standards which are desirable for a
planned bridge. Consideration is given to the
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planned and actual significance of the highway and
bridge as a transportation link. This provides the
standards of highway traffic expected in terms of
speed, volume, size, and weight. The bridge is fitted to its site for the required underclearances and
other site requirements while meeting the necessary
geometric and structural standards for highway traffic.
The evaluation strategy is to assess the structural
and geometric capabilities of an existing bridge using
assessment standards compared with the actual traffic characteristics and also assess the underclearance needs with respect to those provided. The difference between design and evaluation is simply the
difference between prescription and appraisal respectively.
Facility Function Considerations
Structural Evaluat ion. The AASHTO Sta ndard ~c l'f i cat i ans for Highway Br I dges ( 11) provides for hypothet i ca I trucks and lane loads in terms of the designations H20-44 and HS20-44 for example. These design
loads simulate actual traffic loads for structurally
proportioning bridges in the design process. The
AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges(~
provide~the evaluation of bridge components by
specifying stress carrying capacity in terms of the
"inventory" load producing the design stress and the
"operating" load producing an infrequently al lowed
stress such as that for a permitted overweight vehicle.
The "operating" load stress is allowed on a more frequent basis provided that the rate of surveillance is
greater than that for structurally adequate bridges.
The inverse of the design process is applied. The
structural capacity of a component is computed and the
dead load stress effects are applied. The resulting
stress available for 1 ive load is consumed by an H,
HS or other vehicle configuration with axle weights
in the same proportion as provided for in the specifications. A direct comparison between current design
load and the evaluated load is then possible. A common denominator is provided for by this method comparing the results and the evaluation processes for
bridges.
Geometric Evaluation. The geometric evaluation
of a bridge and its site is concerned primarily with
those parameters which affect the ability of a vehicle
and its driver to successfully traverse them. Under
clearances will be taken as a geometric evaluation
based on the specific needs of the underpassing functions. These parameters can be obtained from field
measurements or from original plans when available.
The stopping sight distance as defined in A
Pol icy£.!:!_ Geometric Design of~ Highways ( ~Tis the
distance at which a vehicle dr iver can detect an object
of a given size in the roadway. This d.istance is associated with vehicle speed and the time required for the
driver to react and physically stop the vehicle before
passing the object. A direct evaluation between the
measured stopping sight distance and the speed I imit
is possible.
The approach roadway width compared to the clear
roadway width of the bridge deck is another significant
parameter affecting safety. There is a direct correlation between the two and the traffic accident rate.
The most serious of these conditions is when the bridge
roadway width is narrower than the width of the approach roadway. The accident rate dramatically increases for this condition.(7) Some other geometric
considerations which require-evaluation are the number of highway lanes provided by the structure, presence of one-way or two-way traffic and vertical clearance provided by through structures with elements over

the roadway. The under clearance requirement is evaluated from the specific underpassing function need.
Condition Rating. The structural and geometric
information can be obtained from direct field measurements and sampling or from plans and specifications
when available. Another form of evaluation which
plays a significant part in the overall evaluation is
the condition rating. It represents a relatively subjective view based on field observations of individuals
trained and experienced in such observations.
The condition rating is an analysis of observed
site conditions and resulting rec0111T1endations which
may stipulate corrective actions to improve or repair
observed deficiencies. The condition rating as previously presented in a standardized format is suitable
for multiple facility evaluation where hundreds or
even thousands of facilities are to be compared to
established repair and/or replacement priorities. This
·
approach lends itself well to numerical evaluation.
It is also helpful "to divide the site and the bridge
into components or inspection items and rate each one
by a performance criteria as an aid to making the
condition rating judgement. These ratings will be of
great value in determining specific maintenance needs
and repair priorities for large multiple facility systems. Performance ratings may take the following
form:
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

0

The item is in new condition with no repairs
necessary.
The item is in good condition with no repairs
necessary.
The item is in good condition, but is in need
of mi nor repa i rs. ·
The item is performing the function for which
it was intended, but is in need of minor repairs.
The item is still performing the function for
which it was intended at a minimum level, but
is in need of minor repairs.
The item is still performing the function for
which it was intended at a minimum level, but
is in need of major repairs.
The item is still performing the function for
which it was intended at a minimum level, but
is in need of replacement.
The item is not performing the function for
which it was intended and is in need of minor
repairs.
The item is not performing the function for
which it was intended and is in need of major
repairs.
The item is not performing the function for
which it was intended and is in need of replacement.

Regional Significance Evaluation. The regional
signif ica nce of a bridge can be accounted for through
the functional classification of the route the bridge
is on and the net by-pass detour length. The net
by-pass detour length is the extra distance which
would be required to route the through traffic on a
comparable facility which could acco11111odate the volume
and character of the traffic currently using the
bridge. These parameters should be used to independently evaluate regional significance of the bridge.
The regional significance is incorporated into the
selection of several data assessment standards such
as volume of traffic to select the appropriate data
assessment standards for the roadway width or number
of lanes provided by the bridge. Regional significance
is therefore not entirely an independent function.
Why have an independently evaluated regional significance? The subtle effect of regional significance

.r
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Table 1.

Inventory data and related functions .

Structural Function

Geometric Function

Regional Significance Function

Inventory rating
Operating rating
Condition rating

Stopping sight distance
Bridge roadway width
Approach roadway width
Vertical clearance over
roadway
Underclearances
Condition ratings

Average daily traffic
Net by-pass length
Functional classification

cannot be controlled or measured by its effects on the
data assessment standards. By providing a separate
function, the effect can be controlled and recognized
in the total evaluation.
Inventory Data. The inventory data established
thus far for the evaluation of a highway bridge faci l lty is sunwnarized in Table I. There will be obvious questions raised about the choice of inventory
data. As an example, some would question why the
accident records are not Included in the data as geometric inventory data. The answer Is that the accident rate at a given bridge site would have a high
correlation with geometric problems already described
and therefore it would not be independent data. Also,
raw accident data does not provide the cause of a
series of recurring accidents unless uniform reporting
procedures of traffic accidents are sufficient enough
that review of the individual reports can determine
the cause.
The functions chosen were arbitrary. Another
approach would have been to combine some of the functions into "provide safe transit through bridge site".
This would include all the inventory data items under
structural and geometric functions except underclearances. Any valid choice of function and complete analysis should lead to an appropriate and valid
inventory data set. A limitation of selecting an all
encompassing function is the lost opportunity to review the results at the more detailed function definitions. An example of further expanding the functions
would be to separate underclearance, bridge geometry,
and approach geometry as separate functions.

importance and structural functions respectively.
The factors which affect the need for replacement
are considered for each defined function in proportion
to its contribution to the goals of the program when
selecting the relative importance value. Values
represent ing the goals of three replacement programs
are shown In Table 2. Policy I gives the structural
funct ion the prime consideration with slight modification by the geometric and regional significance
functions. Policy II gives a strong significance to
the geometric and regional importance funct ions coupled
wit h the structu ral function. This may be more In
line with the real needs for consideration of highway
bridge replacements. Pol i cy Ill places heavy emphasis
on the regional importance function especially in the
view that items in I ts invent ory data set will be used
in setting data assessment standards for other functions. The benefits that may be derived from a replacement program ba's ed on Policy 11 compared with
Policy I is a greater reduction in fatal traffic accidents associated with the replaced bridges at a
slightly higher risk of collapse from those structures
not replaced as soon with Policy II as they would have
been with Policy I. The benefits associated with Pol icy I I I might be improved capacity of bridges on
principal arterials at the sacrifice of higher risk
of collapse of structures on secondary roads which
would have been replaced sooner by Policies I or II.
However, the exposure to the dangers of collapse may
actually be reduced for the total motoring population
by Pol Icy 111. It is possible that there may be significantly more traffic and therefore more exposure
to collapse of bridges on the principal arterials
which would remain by following Policies I and I I.
For the purpose of this example, Policy Ill will be
used.

Relative Importance of Functions
The obvious need for structural integrity should
require that the structural function receive a substantial part of the relative importance. The safety
aspects involved in the potential for collapse are
onerous relative to structurally deficient bridges.
However, it should not be overlooked that nine out of
ten highway deaths associated with bridges are those
related to geometric deflciencies.(12) The regional
significance of a bridge should alsO-play a role in
determining priorities.
The goals of a replacement program should be reviewed in determining the relative Importance assigned
to the various functions. If the goal is to replace
structurally deficient bridges, regardless of other
operational characteristics or regional significance,
the choice of relative importance factors is trivial.
The relative Importance would be unity for the structural function and zero for al I others. If the goal
is to replace structurally deficient bridges of regional importance, the regional importance function
would share some relative importance with the structural function for example 0.2 and 0.8 for the regional

Table 2.

Relative importance assignments to functions.

Function

Pol icy I

Policy 11

Pol icy 111

Structural
Geometric
Regional
significance

.60
.30

.so

.so

.10

.10

. 40

. 30
.20

Serviceability of a Function
The serviceability of each function may be derived
from a direct relationship established between the
previously presented appraisal ratings which are a
numerical approach to the function assessment. The
serviceability is associated with a percent effectiveness a function has, based on its assessment. The
serviceability could be arbitrarily assigned as
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fable 3.

Assigned serviceablity percentages for appraisal rating values.

Appra i sa 1
Rating

9
8
7
6
5

fable 4.

Serviceability
Percentage

Appraisal
Rating

Serviceabi 1ity
Percentage

100
100
100
100

4
3
2
1
0

84
64
36
0
0

96

Structura 1 appraisal 1imi ts .

ADTa

Desirable

Adequate

Tolerable

Inoperative

over 1 ,5oob

HS20

HS20

HS15
HS20

HS2

HS15
HS20

HS20

HS2

HS20

HS20

HS2
1, 0

750-1,500

HS20

Less than 750

HS15
HS20

9,B

7 .~

s.~

Rating
Inventory
Operating
Inventory
Operating
Inventory
Oeeratin9
Conditionc

aAoT is not applicable with condition ratings.
bAll principal arterials.
ccondition Ratings of 3 and 2 are in the intolerable range.
demonstrated in Table J.
The boundary conditions selected are the appraisal
ratings 9, 8, 7, and 6 will have a serviceability of
100 percent and the appraisal ratings 1 and 0 will
have a serviceability of 0 percent. The remaining
task is to select a reasonable declining scale between
6 and 1 based on the relative need for replacement of
the facility stated in appraisal ratings 5 through 2.
An estimate of these values is represented by a second
degree parabolic function with zero slope at the appraisal rating of 6 as a third boundary condition.
The serviceability is ordinarily determined directly from the inventory data assessment using the
efficiency and essentiality. This is a particularly
valuable alternative when several data assessments
are involved for a function. In this alternative,
the efficiency wi 11 be determined in the same way as
described here for serviceability.
Data Assessment Standards
The data assessment standards convert the inventory data into an efficiency through mathematical
functions or ranges of data. The efficiency is described in terms of appraisals which are either desirable, adequate, tolerable or inoperative. For
highway facilities, there is a wealth of information
available for assessing some of the inventory
data. (.!..~·~·2·~·1·~• . !.~)
Structural Function Inventory Data. The structural evaluation is accomplished by developing a table
of inventory and operating loads and condition ratings
which are characterized as one of the four stated
appraisals describing the function. Table 4 is a
policy for the efficiency evaluation of the data for
the structural function.
Though Table 4 is presented using all HS type loads,
it can be converted for other load types. The condi-

tion rating used in the evaluation would be the lowest
of those associated with the bridge structure exclusively. The efficiency of the structural rating and
the condition rat i ng are expressed with the same values
used for serviceability and the essentiality is expressed as .75 and .25 of their efficiencies respectively .
Geometric Function Inventory Data. The geometric
function for this example is divided into two functions
to provide more detailed significance at the function
level. These functions wil I be bridge geometry with
an assigned relative importance of .20 and approach
geometry and underclearances with an assigned relative
importance of . 10.
The stopping sight distance 1 imited by the approaches to the bridge ends and limited by the bridge
itself is applied in part to the appraisal ratings of
the approach geometry and the bridge geometry respect ively. The data assessment standards for evaluating
the desireable criteria for the stopping sight distance (SSD) are c0f1J1lon to both applications and a
policy is demonstrated in Table 5. The adequate criteria is represented by the posted speed limit or advisory speed for the location equated to its corresponding wet pavement stopping sight distance. The
tolerable criteria is represented by the posted speed
1 imit or advisory speed for the location equated to
its corresponding dry pavement stopping sight distance. The condition ratings for the bridge roadway
and the approach roadway are included in the assess·
ment with the same appraisal limits demonstrated in
Table 4. The inoperative criteria is not considered
applicable to geometric function assessments.
The bridge roadway evaluation policy demonstrated
in Table 6 and Table 7 is a component of the bridge
geometry function evaluation which wi 11 also include
the stopping sight distance, condition rating and the
vertical clearance. The essentiality of the inventory
data are expressed by allocating .50 of the lowest

20
Table 5.

Desirable criter ia for Stopping Sight Distance

Functional
Classification

Average Dai 1y
Traffic

Speed
(Km/h)

Wet Pavement SSD(m)

Principal arterial
Principal arterial
Minor arterial
Other

Over 3,000
3 , 000 or less
750 or less
400 or less

110
95
70
65

210
150
95

Note:
Table 6.

Km/h

= 0.62

Bo

mph; 1 m ,.. 3. 28 feet .

Desirable criteria for bridge roadway width.

Functional
Classification

Average Dal 1y
Traffic

Roadway Width
(meters)

Principal arterials

Over 12 , 000
12,000-3,000
Less than 3,000
1, 500-751
750-400
Less than 400

15. 2a
11. 6a
12.2
12 . 2
8.5
8.5

Minor arterials

Reg ional Signi fi cance Functi on In vent ory Data.
The reg iona l si gn ifi cance eva l uat ion i s a measure of
the impact of the increased costs to transportation
if the bridge were suddenly lost from serv ice. Additional data is collected to compare the cost of the
replacement structure to the increased cost of transportat i on. The increased cost for transportation is
due to the detour distance added per vehicle over the
time required to restore br i dge service. The approximate replacement cost and time requ i red before bridge
service could be restored can be estimated from the
phys i cal size of t he existing bridge. The cost per
mi le for operation of the average vehicle can also
be estimated.
An appraisal rating for regional importance would
have no significant meaning. A mathematical function
(Equation 5) is developed which directly computes the
function's serviceability. The regional significance
of a bridge can be thought of as independent of its
condition. In this instance it is the regional significance of the bridge relative to its current adequacy which is of interest. This wil I require that
the regional significance appraisal be performed last
such that the results of the remaining function serviceabilities can be used.

100

(5)

Note : 1 meter ,.. 3.28 feet
aTwin structures are required.
Table 7. Adequate and tolerable criteria for bridge
roadway width.
Average Dai I y
Traffic

Adequate Roadway
Width (meters)

Tolerable Roadway
Widtha (meters)

Over 1 ,500
1,500-751
750-401
400-250
Less than 250

11. 0
9. 8
8. 5

9, 1
7, 3
6.7
6. 7
6. 1

8. 5
7, 9

Note : 1 meter ,.. J . 2B f eet
aRoadway width shall not be less than the approach
roadway width.
efficiency value between the roadway width or vertical
clearance ~nd . 25 of the efficiency of the stopping
sight distance and condition rating each.
The vertical clearance evaluation through a bridge
structure Is not as complex in application. For example; a vertical clearance policy of 4.9 meters can
be taken as the desirable criterion, 4.6 meters as the
adequate criterion and 4.3 meters as the tolerable
criterion.
The underclearance and approach geometry are also
components of the bridge geometry function. The
approach geometry is evaluated as previously shown by
the least stopp i ng sight distance from the bridge ends
and the condition rating. The essentiality of these
inventory data items are expressed as .60 and .20 of
their respective eff i ciencies.
The underclearance evaluation can not be assessed
in a uniform manner. The vertical and horizontal
underclearances and other dimens ional requirements
will be dependent on the unique services under the
bridge or the hydrological characteristics of a stream .
This evaluation must be done independently for each
bridge. An essential l ty of .20 is assigned to this
inventory data assessment.

The var i ables in this equation are the regional
significance function serviceability (S), the functional classification factor (F), the total increase
in t ra nspo r t a tion cost (Ct)• the br i dg e rep lacement
cost or a base cos t (Cb), the sufficienc y If t he re gi ona l sig n ificance funct ion servicea bility were 100
percent {Sr) , and an arb i trary cons t an t (a) . The a rbitrary const ant {see figu re 2.) is taken as 2 and
t he functio na l c lassifi cation fac to r ls t ake n a s 1. 00
for principal arterials , 0.95 for minor arterials and
0.90 for other roads. The value of (F Ct/Cb) should
not exceed unity. The total increase in transportation cost is the product of the average daily traffic,
the estimated time required to restore the bridge to
service in days, the net bypass detour length and the
cost per unit length traveled per vehicle.
Sufficiency of a Facility
As previously presented, the s ufficiency o f a
fa c ility is a percentage determined from mul tiplying
the serviceabilities by the relative Importance and
surrming the resulting prod uc ts . Depend ing upon the
goa ls of the rep l acement programs a s previ ous ly di s cus sed the br idge wi t h the lowest suffici ency percentage shou ld ha ve the highest replacement prio r ity.
In order to calib rate the algo rithm to obta i n the
desired goals of a replacement program, substitute
several different sets of relative importance values
and review the priority sequence of bridges obtained.
Continue this process until the desired results are
obtained. It should be realized that the desired results are obtained only in a general sense because
there are no absolutes in the comparison of deficient
bridges requiring replacement.(.2)
Ordering priorities
The established goals represent benefits expected
from a facility. They provide the scale to measure
the sufficiency or a percent of the benefit provided
by a facility. The benefit of replacing or repairing
a facility can be directly measured by the percent
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!n a facility's sufficiency once an action Is
inc rease (J) With the inclusion of the cost of the
cO(Tl~l~t~~ the inventory data , the cost-benefit ratio
actt~e compared and priori ties can be reassess·ed to
~~lmlze benefits at the least cost.

Figure 2. Effect of the arbitrary constant (a) on
the regional significance function serviceability
(Equation 5) .

-
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